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(54) VIDEO AND DATA PROCESSING BACKPLANE

(57) Systems, devices, and methods according to
the present disclosure can include a backplane device
for exchanging audio information, video information, or
other data among multiple audio, video, and/or data
(AVD) processing or storage hardware modules. The
backplane device includes a group of AVD module slots,
and each of the module slots can receive an AVD
processing hardware module, an AVD storage hardware
module, or other signal processing hardware module.

The backplane device includes a serial bus communica-
tion loop to couple each of the AVD module slots. The
serial bus communication loop is maintained even when
an AVD module slot of the backplane device is unoccu-
pied by a hardware module. In an example, multiple back-
plane devices according to the present disclosure can
be daisy-chained together, and packetized information
can be exchanged among modules in any of the multiple
backplane devices using the communication loop.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] A video wall includes multiple visual display
units, such as including one or more computer monitors,
video projectors, or television sets. Some display tech-
nologies that can be used in a video wall include an LCD
panel, an LED array, a DLP tile array, or a rear projection
screen, among others. Visual display units in a video wall
can be tiled contiguously or in an overlapping manner to
provide a larger display area than would be otherwise
available using only a single visual display unit. In some
examples, different types of displays (e.g., computer
monitors and video projectors) can be used together in
a video wall or other video system installation.
[0002] Visual display units designed for use in a video
wall can be substantially frameless or have narrow bezels
to minimize gaps between active display areas. Some
visual display units include hardware that can be used
to couple or stack multiple units together, along with elec-
trical or optical communication ports to receive power,
video, or other data signals from a central controller.
[0003] A simple video wall can be controlled using a
multi-monitor video card, such as from a personal com-
puter. More complex video wall arrangements can use a
dedicated video wall controller with one or more dedicat-
ed video processing circuits, such as can be designed
primarily to manage large video walls. A video wall con-
troller can receive image information and apportion the
image information into multiple parts corresponding to
one or more display units that are available for use in a
video wall.
[0004] A hardware-based video wall controller can in-
clude an application-specific device that includes one or
more video processing chipsets, and may not include a
dedicated operating system. An advantage of using a
hardware-based video wall controller can include im-
proved reliability and performance over a software-based
controller. However, such hardware-based controllers
can be expensive and lack flexibility, and may therefore
be impractical for atypical video wall applications, or for
applications with display unit arrangements that change
frequently. One example of a hardware-based video wall
controller includes a single-input multiple-output scaler.
The scaler can receive one video input signal and divide
image information from the video input signal into multiple
parts corresponding to different visual display units.
[0005] A software-based video wall controller can in-
clude a computer configured to operate software that
controls multiple different graphic output devices, such
as multiple different video cards in a personal computer
system. An advantage of using a software-based video
wall controller can include increased flexibility because
a user can configure the software to work with a particular
available video display unit and driver hardware arrange-
ment. However, a disadvantage can be that implemen-
tation of a software-based video wall controller depends

upon speed and reliability characteristics of the underly-
ing computer system.
[0006] A video wall including multiple video display
units can receive video information over an IP (internet
protocol) network, sometimes called Video over IP. In
Video over IP, a standard video codec can be used to
reduce video program information to a bitstream (e.g.,
an MPEG transport stream including packetized data),
and then an IP network can be used to carry the bitstream
to a specified one of multiple video display units, such
as using a Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP or RTTP).
Video information exchanged using IP is time-critical and
generally is prioritized in a Video over IP system (e.g.,
over non-time-critical configuration or other data ex-
changed over the network) to maintain a minimum quality
of service.
[0007] A matrix switch can be used in video wall or
other video-based systems. A matrix switch includes mul-
tiple inputs and outputs wherein any one of the inputs
can be selectively connected to any one or more of the
outputs. In some examples, a matrix switch can be used
in audio, video, or other systems for routing signals to
numerous output devices from one or more input devices,
and can be controlled manually using one or more phys-
ical switches, or can be controlled automatically using a
computer. Some matrix switches include internal, non-
scalable backplanes that fix a number of inputs and out-
puts of the matrix switch. In other examples, an expand-
able matrix switching system can be used.

SUMMARY

[0008] The present inventor has recognized that a
problem to be solved includes providing a modular data
processing system that is configurable by a user to meet
a wide variety of system requirements, is cost-effective,
and is expandable and upgradable to keep pace with
changing standards. As an example, the present inventor
has further recognized that the problem includes provid-
ing a system for use in audio, video, and data signal
processing, such as can be used to receive, process,
and distribute video signals for use with a multiple-display
installation such as a video wall.
[0009] The present subject matter can help to provide
a solution to these problems and others, such as using
systems, devices, and methods that include a backplane
device for exchanging audio information, video informa-
tion, or other data among multiple audio, video, and/or
data (AVD) processing or storage hardware modules.
The backplane device can include a group of AVD mod-
ule slots, and each of the module slots can receive an
AVD processing hardware module, an AVD storage hard-
ware module, or other signal processing hardware mod-
ule.
[0010] The backplane device can include a serial bus
communication loop to communicatively couple each of
the AVD module slots. In an example, the serial bus com-
munication loop includes multiple parallel electrical or op-
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tical busses that can transmit information bidirectionally
or unidirectionally. In an example, some of the busses
can be configured for unidirectional information transmis-
sion and others can be configured for bidirectional infor-
mation exchange.
[0011] The serial bus communication loop can be
maintained when an AVD module slot of the backplane
device is unoccupied by a hardware module. In an ex-
ample, the serial bus communication loop is maintained
across an unoccupied module slot using a jumper or us-
ing a switch that is integrated with the backplane device.
In an example that includes using the switch, information
about whether a hardware module is detected, such as
from one or more module sensors, can be used to actuate
the switch and thereby electrically or optically bypass an
unoccupied slot.
[0012] In an example, multiple backplane devices can
be daisy-chained together. Each of the multiple back-
plane devices can have a respective serial bus commu-
nication loop, and the system including the multiple back-
plane devices can have a system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop. The system-wide serial bus communi-
cation loop optionally extends, in turn, to communicative-
ly couple each module slot in the system. Packetized
information can be exchanged among modules in any of
the multiple backplane devices using the system-wide
serial bus communication loop. In an example that in-
cludes multiple backplane devices, a portion of the serial
bus communication loop can include a bidirectional or
unidirectional data communication path that extends be-
tween two or more of the multiple backplane devices.
[0013] Various aspects of the present subject matter
can be summarized as follows. Aspect 1 can include or
use subject matter (such as an apparatus, a system, a
device, a method, a means for performing acts, or a de-
vice readable medium including instructions that, when
performed by the device, can cause the device to perform
acts), such as can include or use an apparatus compris-
ing a first backplane device for exchanging audio infor-
mation, video information, and/or data among multiple
audio, video, and/or data (AVD) processing or AVD stor-
age hardware modules. In Aspect 1, the first backplane
device can include a first group of AVD module slots,
each of the module slots configured to receive an AVD
processing or AVD storage hardware module, and a first
serial bus communication loop to electrically or optically
couple each of the AVD module slots in the first group of
module slots. In Aspect 1, the first serial bus communi-
cation loop can be maintained even when at least one of
the AVD module slots in the first group is unoccupied by
an AVD processing or AVD storage hardware module.
[0014] Aspect 2 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 1, to op-
tionally include or use, for each AVD module slot of the
first group, multiple parallel pairs of input/output ports
corresponding to different channels, wherein each of the
ports is configured to receive or transmit audio informa-
tion, video information, and/or data substantially concur-

rently, and wherein the first serial bus includes a number
of parallel data communication paths that corresponds
to a number of the different channels.
[0015] Aspect 3 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 2, to op-
tionally include or use a first AVD module slot of the first
group including output ports corresponding to first and
second channel positions of the first AVD module slot,
and a second AVD module slot of the first group including
input ports corresponding to first and second channel
positions of the second AVD module slot. In Aspect 3,
the first serial bus communication loop can include a first
information communication path that extends from the
first channel position output port of the first AVD module
slot to the second channel position input port of the sec-
ond AVD module slot.
[0016] Aspect 4 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 1 through 3 to optionally include or
use the first serial bus communication loop being main-
tained through a first unoccupied AVD module slot using
one of (1) a jumper inserted in the first unoccupied AVD
module slot or (2) a bypass switch that is integrated with
the first backplane device.
[0017] Aspect 5 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 4, to op-
tionally include or use the jumper.
[0018] Aspect 6 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 1 through 5 to optionally include or
use a second backplane device for exchanging audio
information, video information, and/or data among mul-
tiple AVD processing or AVD storage hardware modules,
the second backplane device comprising a second group
of AVD processing or AVD storage module slots and a
link module that communicatively couples the first group
of AVD module slots of the first backplane device and
the second group of AVD module slots of the second
backplane device to provide a system-wide serial bus
communication loop among all of the module slots in the
first and second groups of AVD module slots.
[0019] Aspect 7 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 6, to op-
tionally include or use the second backplane device hav-
ing a second serial bus communication loop to electrically
or optically couple each of the module slots in the second
group of AVD module slots, wherein the second serial
bus communication loop is maintained even when at
least one of the module slots in the second group is un-
occupied by an AVD processing or AVD storage hard-
ware module.
[0020] Aspect 8 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 6 or 7 to optionally include or use the
link module configured to further establish backplane-
specific serial bus communication loops among module
slots only in respective ones of the first and second
groups of AVD module slots, such that the system in-
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cludes the first serial bus communication loop for the first
backplane device, a second serial bus communication
loop for the second backplane device, and the system-
wide serial bus communication loop for the first and sec-
ond backplanes.
[0021] Aspect 9 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 8, to op-
tionally include or use the link module configured to ex-
change, between the first and second backplane devices,
only information originating from one of the backplane
devices that is addressed to a location in the other one
of the backplane devices.
[0022] Aspect 10 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 1 through 9 to optionally include or
use the first serial bus communication loop configured to
bidirectionally couple and least two of the AVD module
slots in the first group of AVD module slots.
[0023] Aspect 11 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 1 through 10 to optionally include or
use the first group of AVD module slots including at least
first, second, and third AVD module slots, wherein the
first and second AVD module slots are communicatively
coupled by a first portion of the first serial bus communi-
cation loop, and wherein the second and third AVD mod-
ule slots are communicatively coupled by a second por-
tion of the first serial bus communication loop, and where-
in the first backplane device further comprises a data
buffer circuit that communicatively couples the first and
third AVD module slots.
[0024] Aspect 12 can include, or can optionally be com-
bined with the subject matter of one or any combination
of Aspects 1 through 11 to include or use, subject matter
(such as an apparatus, a method, a means for performing
acts, or a machine readable medium including instruc-
tions that, when performed by the machine, that can
cause the machine to perform acts), such as can include
or use an apparatus comprising a first backplane device
for use in a video display control system, the first back-
plane device comprising a first group of video signal
processing or video signal storage module slots, each of
the module slots configured to receive a video signal
processing or video signal storage hardware module, and
a first serial bus communication loop to electrically or
optically couple each of the module slots in the first group
of module slots, wherein the first serial bus communica-
tion loop is maintained even when at least one of the
module slots in the first group is unoccupied by a video
signal processing or video signal storage hardware mod-
ule.
[0025] Aspect 13 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 12, to
optionally include or use a first jumper, wherein the first
serial bus communication loop is maintained through a
first module slot in the first group, even when the first
module slot is unoccupied, using the first jumper to elec-
trically or optically provide a communication channel

through the first module slot.
[0026] Aspect 14 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 12, to
optionally include or use a first jumper switch, wherein
the first serial bus communication loop is maintained
through a first module slot in the first group, even when
the first module slot is unoccupied, using the first jumper
switch to electrically or optically provide a communication
channel through the first module slot, wherein the first
jumper switch is actuated using a sensed indication about
whether the first module slot is occupied.
[0027] Aspect 15 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 14 to optionally include
or use a first video signal processing hardware module
coupled to a first module slot in the first group, wherein
the video signal processing hardware module is config-
ured to receive video signal information, via the first serial
bus communication loop, from a different second hard-
ware module coupled to a second module slot in the first
group, and wherein the video signal processing hardware
module is configured to provide a processed video signal,
via the first serial bus communication loop, to a different
third hardware module coupled to a third module slot in
the first group.
[0028] Aspect 16 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 15 to optionally include
or use each module slot of the first group including mul-
tiple pairs of parallel data input and parallel data output
channels, and wherein the first serial bus includes a
number of designated data communication paths that
corresponds to the multiple pairs of parallel data chan-
nels.
[0029] Aspect 17 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 16, to
optionally include or use a first module slot of the first
group includes, in first and second data channel positions
of the first module slot, first and second parallel data out-
put ports, and a second module slot of the first group
includes, in first and second data channel positions of
the second module slot, third and fourth parallel data in-
put ports. In Aspect 17, the first serial bus communication
loop includes a first data communication path that ex-
tends from the first data output port to the fourth data
input port, and a second data communication path that
extends from the second data output port to the third data
input port.
[0030] Aspect 18 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 17 to optionally include
or use first and second video signal processing hardware
modules coupled to first and second module slots, re-
spectively, in the first group, wherein multiple parallel da-
ta channels in the first serial bus communication loop are
accessible via each of the first and second module slots,
and wherein at least one of the first and second video
signal processing hardware modules routes a video data
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signal from a first one of the multiple parallel data chan-
nels in the first serial bus communication loop to a differ-
ent second one of the multiple parallel data channels.
[0031] Aspect 19 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 18, to
optionally include or use the first and second video signal
processing hardware modules including respective first
and second video processing circuits, wherein the first
and second video processing circuits of the first and sec-
ond video signal processing hardware modules are con-
figured to process only information on the first one of the
multiple parallel data channels in the first serial bus com-
munication loop.
[0032] Aspect 20 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 19 to optionally include
or use a second backplane device for use in the video
display control system, the second backplane device
comprising a second group of video signal processing or
video signal storage module slots, and a link module that
communicatively couples the first group of module slots
of the first backplane device and the second group of
module slots of the second backplane device to provide
a system-wide serial bus communication loop among
modules coupled to any module slot in the video display
control system.
[0033] Aspect 21 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 20, to
optionally include or use the second backplane device
including a second serial bus communication loop to
electrically or optically couple each of the module slots
in the second group of module slots, wherein the second
serial bus communication loop is maintained even when
at least one of the module slots in the second group is
unoccupied by a video signal processing or video signal
storage hardware module.
[0034] Aspect 22 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 20 or 21 to optionally include or use
the link module to further establish backplane-specific
serial bus communication loops among module slots only
in respective ones of the first and second groups of mod-
ule slots, such that the system includes the first serial
bus communication loop for the first backplane device,
a second serial bus communication loop for the second
backplane device, and the system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop for the first and second backplanes.
[0035] Aspect 23 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 22, to
optionally include or use the link module configured to
exchange, between the first and second backplane de-
vices, only information originating from one of the back-
plane devices that is addressed to a location in the other
one of the backplane devices.
[0036] Aspect 24 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 23 to optionally include
or use a first video signal processing hardware module

configured to process a video signal having a 4k or 8k
resolution characteristic.
[0037] Aspect 25 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 24 to optionally include
or use, as at least one of the module slots, a PCIe slot.
[0038] Aspect 26 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 25 to optionally include
or use the first serial bus communication loop configured
to operate at about 6 gigabits per second per channel.
[0039] Aspect 27 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 12 through 26 to optionally include
or use the first serial bus communication loop including
a communication segment that provides bidirectional vid-
eo data communication between a pair of video signal
processing or video signal storage module slots in the
first group of module slots.
[0040] Aspect 28 can include, or can optionally be com-
bined with the subject matter of one or any combination
of Aspects 1 through 27 to include or use, subject matter
(such as an apparatus, a method, a means for performing
acts, or a machine readable medium including instruc-
tions that, when performed by the machine, that can
cause the machine to perform acts), such as can include
or use a modular system comprising a first backplane
device that includes a first group of module slots and a
first serial bus that communicatively couples each of the
module slots, wherein each slot of the first group of mod-
ule slots is configured to receive a processor module or
a memory module, and the first serial bus bypasses any
module slot in the first group of module slots that is un-
occupied by a module and a second backplane device
that includes a second group of module slots and a sec-
ond serial bus that communicatively couples each of the
module slots, wherein each slot of the second group of
module slots is configured to receive a processor module
or a memory module, and the second serial bus bypasses
any module slot in the second group of module slots that
is unoccupied by a module. Aspect 28 can include a first
processor module including at least one processor cir-
cuit, the first processor module coupled to a slot in one
of the first and second groups of module slots, and the
at least one processor circuit is configured to process a
packetized data signal received from, or for output to, a
different processor module or memory module in either
of the first and second groups of module slots, and Aspect
28 can further include a link that communicatively cou-
ples the first and second groups of module slots to es-
tablish a system-level serial data loop among modules
coupled to any module slot in the system.
[0041] Aspect 29 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 28, to
optionally include or use the first serial bus is one of an
electrical bus or an optical bus that is configured to trans-
mit one of an electrical signal or an optical signal, respec-
tively.
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[0042] Aspect 30 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 28 or 29 to optionally include or use
a jumper coupled with a first module slot in the first group
of module slots, wherein the jumper provides a commu-
nication path, along a portion of the first serial bus that
includes the first module slot, to bypass the first module
slot.
[0043] Aspect 31 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 28 through 30 to optionally include
or use a jumper switch coupled with a first module slot
in the first group of module slots, wherein actuation of
the jumper switch enables or disables a communication
path along a portion of the first serial bus that includes
the first module slot.
[0044] Aspect 32 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 31, to
optionally include or use the jumper switch being soft-
ware-actuated based on a sensed indication about
whether the first module slot is occupied.
[0045] Aspect 33 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 28 through 32 to optionally include
or use the link to further establish first and second serial
data loops among module slots only in respective ones
of the first and second groups of module slots, such that
the system includes the system-level serial data loop
among all module slots in the system, the first serial data
loop among only the first group of module slots, and the
second serial data loop among only the second group of
module slots.
[0046] Aspect 34 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 33, to
optionally include or use the link to exchange, between
the first and second backplane devices, only packetized
information originating from a first one of the backplane
devices that is addressed to a location in the other one
of the backplane devices.
[0047] Aspect 35 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 28 through 34 to optionally include
or use each module slot in the first group includes multiple
pairs of parallel data input and parallel data output chan-
nels, and wherein the first serial bus includes a number
of designated data communication paths that corre-
sponds to the multiple pairs of parallel data channels.
[0048] Aspect 36 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of Aspect 35, to
optionally include or use each module slot in the second
group including multiple pairs of parallel data input and
parallel data output channels, and wherein the second
serial bus includes a number of designated data commu-
nication paths that corresponds to the multiple pairs of
parallel data channels, and wherein the number of des-
ignated data communication paths in the first group is
different than the number of designated data communi-
cation paths in the second group.

[0049] Aspect 37 can include or use, or can optionally
be combined with the subject matter of one or any com-
bination of Aspects 28 through 36 to optionally include
or use the link and the link includes first and second data
communication channels that couple the first and second
groups of module slots to establish the system-level se-
rial data loop, wherein the first data communication chan-
nel exchanges information from the first group to the sec-
ond group of module slots, and wherein the second data
communication channel exchanges information from the
second group to the first group of module slots.
[0050] Each of these non-limiting aspects can stand
on its own, or can be combined in various permutations
or combinations with one or more of the other aspects or
examples discussed herein.
[0051] This summary is intended to provide an over-
view of subject matter of the present patent application.
It is not intended to provide an exclusive or exhaustive
explanation of the invention. The detailed description is
included to provide further information about the present
patent application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0052] In the drawings, which are not necessarily
drawn to scale, like numerals may describe similar com-
ponents in different views. Like numerals having different
letter suffixes may represent different instances of similar
components. The drawings illustrate generally, by way
of example, but not by way of limitation, various embod-
iments discussed in the present document.

FIG. 1 illustrates generally a schematic view of a
matrix system that includes multiple backplane de-
vices.
FIG. 2A illustrates generally an example of a back-
plane device with a serial bus communication loop.
FIG. 2B illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of a serial bus communication loop.
FIG. 2C illustrates generally an example of a back-
plane device that is populated with multiple different
hardware modules.
FIG. 3 illustrates generally an example of a hardware
module for use with a backplane device.
FIG. 4 illustrates generally an example of a system
that includes multiple backplane devices that are
communicatively coupled using link modules.
FIG. 5 illustrates generally an example that includes
channel staggering.
FIG. 6 illustrates generally an example that includes
using an output hardware module to provide an 8K
canvas.
FIG. 7 illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of a backplane system populated with
multiple different banks of hardware modules.
FIG. 8 illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of multiple backplane systems that are
communicatively coupled using link modules.
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FIG. 9 illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of a bidirectional communication loop.
FIG. 10 illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of a backplane system populated with
multiple different banks of hardware modules.
FIG. 11 illustrates generally an example of a sche-
matic view of multiple backplane systems that are
communicatively coupled using a bidirectional data
communication link.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0053] This detailed description includes references to
the accompanying drawings, which form a part of the
detailed description. The drawings show, by way of illus-
tration, specific embodiments in which the invention can
be practiced. These embodiments are also referred to
herein as "examples." Such examples can include ele-
ments in addition to those shown or described. However,
the present inventor also contemplates examples in
which only those elements shown or described are pro-
vided. Moreover, the present inventor also contemplates
examples using any combination or permutation of the
elements shown or described (or one or more aspects
thereof), either with respect to a particular example (or
one or more aspects thereof), or with respect to other
examples (or one or more aspects thereof) shown or de-
scribed herein.
[0054] In this document, the terms "a" or "an" are used,
as is common in patent documents, to include one or
more than one, independent of any other instances or
usages of "at least one" or "one or more." In this docu-
ment, the term "or" is used to refer to a nonexclusive or,
such that "A or B" includes "A but not B," "B but not A,"
and "A and B," unless otherwise indicated. In this docu-
ment, the terms "including" and "in which" are used as
the plain-English equivalents of the respective terms
"comprising" and "wherein." Also, in the claims, the terms
"including" and "comprising" are open-ended, that is, a
system, device, article, composition, formulation, or proc-
ess that includes elements in addition to those listed after
such a term in a claim are still deemed to fall within the
scope of that claim. Moreover, in the claims, the terms
"first," "second," and "third," etc. are used merely as la-
bels, and are not intended to impose numerical require-
ments on their objects.
[0055] In an example, a switching system includes one
or more backplane devices for use in routing signal in-
formation, such as including audio information, video in-
formation, data, or other signals. The system can transmit
signal information using electrical wires, such as twisted
pair, using optical filaments or fibres, or the system can
transmit signal information wirelessly, such as using an
established or proprietary communication protocol. The
expandable matrix switching system can receive one or
more input signals and selectively process or route the
input signals to one or more outputs.
[0056] In an example, each backplane device in a sig-

nal routing or matrix system is configured to receive one
or more hardware modules to perform one or more dif-
ferent functions. For example, some hardware modules
can be configured as input hardware modules to receive
signal information from an external source. Another hard-
ware module for use with the system can be configured
to process an audio, video, or data signal, such as to
down-convert or up-convert a signal resolution, to apply
a filter, or to perform some other function using the audio,
video, or data signal. Another hardware module for use
with the system can be configured as a memory or signal
storage device. Another hardware module for use with
the system can be configured as a linking device to com-
municatively couple two or more backplane devices in
the system, such as to expand a number of available
inputs or outputs, or to increase a processing or memory
capacity of the system.
[0057] Each backplane device in a system can ex-
change information among its hardware modules, such
as using a serial bus communication loop. In a backplane
device having n hardware modules, the serial bus com-
munication loop extends from a first hardware module to
a second hardware module, from the second to a third
hardware module, and so on until the loop reaches an
nth hardware module. The loop then extends from the
nth hardware module to the first hardware module to com-
plete the loop. In an example, a signal originating from,
or processed by, a first hardware module can be com-
municated to any one or more other hardware modules
in the system using the serial bus communication loop.
For example, a signal received using an input in the sec-
ond hardware module can be communicated to the first
hardware module by transmitting the received signal from
the second hardware module, to the third hardware mod-
ule, and so on through the nth hardware module, and
then to the first hardware module. In this example, the
received signal would be communicated through the en-
tire serial bus communication loop except for the loop
segment that extends from the first hardware module to
the second hardware module. In an example, the re-
ceived signal can be communicated through the serial
bus communication loop including returning to the sec-
ond hardware module, such as after the signal is received
at the destination or first hardware module.
[0058] A signal, such as originating from a first hard-
ware module on a serial bus communication loop, can
be removed from the serial bus communication loop by
a destination hardware module to which the signal is ad-
dressed. In an example, the signal can be removed from
the bus by the same first hardware module from which
the signal originated. In an example, a signal can include
a "time to live", or expiration information, such that when
the "time to live" elapses or the expiration is reached, the
signal is removed from the bus. The signal can be re-
moved from the bus using any hardware module that can
detect the expiration, or it can optionally be removed us-
ing a processor circuit on-board the backplane that is
configured to monitor the bus for an expired signal.
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[0059] In an example, any one or more backplane de-
vices in a system can be substantially passive, and may
not have a dedicated processor circuit on-board. Some
backplane designs (see, e.g., FIG. 1) use a star-based
configuration with a central processor circuit on-board
each backplane device. In the star-based configuration,
the central processor circuit can be a limiting or gating
item in the function of the backplane device. For example,
a central processor circuit on-board a backplane device
may be limited in terms of speed, memory, or processing
bandwidth. If a central processor circuit reaches a
processing bandwidth limit (e.g., 3 gigabits per second),
then a processing capacity of the system comprising the
backplane device may reach a ceiling unless the proc-
essor circuit itself is upgraded.
[0060] In an example of a backplane device according
to the present disclosure, substantive signal processing
can be performed on-board one or more hardware mod-
ules that are coupled to a given backplane device. Infor-
mation can be exchanged among the one or more hard-
ware modules using the serial bus communication loop,
such as substantially without the influence or assistance
of a central processor circuit from the backplane device.
By removing the central processor circuit, a complexity
and cost of each backplane device can be reduced, and
the system specifications can be defined by characteris-
tics and capabilities of each of the hardware modules
comprising the system, rather than by a central processor
circuit on-board a backplane device. In this manner, hard-
ware modules having different processing capacities,
such as in terms of speed or number of channels, can
be used together, and can be further configured to ex-
change information using the same backplane device,
such as using a serial bus communication loop that in-
cludes multiple parallel data signal channels.
[0061] Referring now to FIG. 1, a schematic view illus-
trates generally an example of a first system 100 of first
and second backplane devices 101 and 102 that are con-
figured for use as switch frames. In the example of FIG.
1, the first and second backplane devices 101 and 102
are cascaded to provide a matrix switch having 64 input
ports and 32 output ports. The first backplane device 101
includes a first processor circuit 111, and the second
backplane device 102 includes a second processor cir-
cuit 112. The first and second processor circuits 111 and
112 can be configured to selectively route input signals
to one or more destinations in accordance with com-
mands from a central controller (not shown). In an exam-
ple, separate input and output communication ports are
provided on each backplane device for coupling with the
central controller or with another backplane device.
[0062] The first and second backplane devices 101
and 102 include multiple respective hardware modules.
For example, the first backplane device 101 includes four
input modules 121A, 121B, 121C, and 121D, and one
output module 121E. The second backplane device 102
similarly includes input and output modules 122A-122E.
The input modules 121A-121D and 122A-122D can be

configured to receive the same input signals, such as
corresponding to 64 different parallel channels. Each of
the output modules 121E and 122E can be configured
to provide up to 16 different parallel output signals, for a
total of 32 different outputs for the system 100. In an
example, the modules 121A-121E and 122A-122E in-
clude female RJ-45 couplers for receiving a Cat5 twisted
pair cable terminated with a corresponding male RJ-45
coupler. Other connectors can similarly be used.
[0063] In the example of FIG. 1, each of the first and
second backplane devices 101 and 102 are controlled,
at least in part, using the first and second processor circuit
111 and 112, respectively. The first processor circuit 111
is communicatively coupled with each of the hardware
modules 121A-121E that are on-board the first backplane
device 101. The first processor circuit 111 can receive
video signal information from the first input module 121A,
process the received video signal, and then provide the
processed video signal to the output module 121E, such
as with instructions or address information for identifying
which of the 16 available output ports to use. The second
processor circuit 112 is similarly communicatively cou-
pled with each of the hardware modules 122A-122E that
are on-board the second backplane device 102. Thus,
the first and second processor circuits 111 and 112 han-
dle most or all of the signal processing and routing in
their respective backplane devices. The function, speed,
and reliability of the first and second backplane devices
101 and 102 therefore depend, at least in part, on the
first and second processor circuits 111 and 112.
[0064] The system 100 can be a modular system with
one or more additional backplane devices provided to
further scale the number of available inputs or outputs.
Thus, the system 100 can be scaled and configured as
needed for any particular application. In the example of
FIG. 1, further vertically cascading the system 100 with
additional backplane devices can increase a number of
output ports which are connectable to the 64 inputs.
[0065] In an example, a scalable apparatus, including
a backplane device without a central processor circuit,
can be used. FIG. 2A illustrates generally an example of
an apparatus including a first backplane device 201 with
a serial bus communication loop. FIG. 2B illustrates gen-
erally an example of a schematic view of the serial bus
communication loop for the first backplane device 201 of
FIG. 2A. FIG. 2C illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of the first backplane device 201 popu-
lated with multiple different hardware modules.
[0066] The apparatus in the example of FIG. 2A in-
cludes a chassis for the first backplane device 201 that
encloses a power supply unit 210 and a group of module
slots 221A-221F. In the example of FIG. 2A, the first back-
plane device 201 includes six module slots, however few-
er or additional module slots can similarly be used. Each
of the multiple module slots 221A-221F can have similar
or dissimilar hardware connectors that are configured to
receive respective hardware modules, and the hardware
modules can be used for receiving, processing, storing,
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or transmitting audio information, video information, or
other data.
[0067] The multiple module slots 221A-221F include
respective terminals for providing access to electrical
and/or optical communication channels in the first back-
plane device 201. The electrical and/or optical commu-
nication channels in the first backplane device 201 in-
clude at least a portion of a serial bus communication
loop in the first backplane device 201. In an example, the
serial bus communication loop includes multiple parallel
channels that can be used individually for serial commu-
nication among the terminals comprising the multiple
module slots 221A-221F.
[0068] In an example, at least one of the multiple mod-
ule slots 221A-221F includes a Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) slot, or PCI Express (PCIe) slot. In an
example, at least one of the multiple module slots 221A-
221F includes an Extended/Industry Standard Architec-
ture (EISA/ISA) slot, a Micro Channel Architecture (MCA)
slot, or Accelerated Graphics Port slot. In an example,
at least one of the multiple module slots 221A-221F in-
cludes an optical or dual-mode (e.g., electrical and opti-
cal) slot. In an example, a module slot includes a Thun-
derbolt or Light Peak interface socket. In other examples,
a module slot can include a Serial ATA, HDMI, USB, SAS,
FireWire, or RapidIO port, or other receptacle for receiv-
ing or providing an electrical or optical signal. Any one
or more of the multiple module slots 221A-221F can be
occupied by respective hardware modules, as further de-
scribed below.
[0069] FIG. 2B illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of the first backplane device 201 includ-
ing a serial bus communication loop 222. The example
further includes a power and fan control unit 211, such
as can be used to provide power and/or cooling to any
one or more hardware modules that may be coupled to
respective ones of the multiple module slots 221A-221F.
In the example of FIG. 2B, each of the multiple module
slots 221A-221F are represented by respective re-
ceive/transmit (RX/TX) blocks. Each of the RX/TX blocks
represents an information receiving and/or information
transmitting capability for the slots. For example, the first
module slot 221A can be configured to receive video in-
formation using a first terminal or port that is included in
the first module slot 221A, and the first module slot 221A
can be configured to provide or transmit video information
using a second terminal or port that is included in the first
module slot 221A.
[0070] The serial bus communication loop 222 in-
cludes one or more communication channels, or lanes,
that extend in a loop among the multiple module slots
221A-221F. In an example, the serial bus communication
loop 222 includes multiple parallel communication chan-
nels, and each channel provides a serial communication
path in the loop among the multiple module slots 221A-
221F. In FIG. 2B, the serial bus communication loop 222
is represented by the thick line and includes four parallel
communication channels 231-234, such as provided us-

ing multiple parallel electrical or optical busses. In an
example, a single serial channel can be used, and signal
information transmitted using the single serial channel
can be multiplexed.
[0071] The serial bus communication loop 222 is con-
figured to carry packetized data from one module slot to
another. Packetized data generally includes header or
address information, a payload, and a checksum for use
in error detection. The packetized data can include audio
information, video information, data such as control sig-
nal information, compressed data, or other digital signal
information that can be exchanged using an electrical,
optical, or wireless bus. In an example, the serial bus
communication loop 222 transmits data using one or
more standard protocols, such as using internet protocol
(IP). For example, the serial bus communication loop 222
can transmit IP data packets including Voice over IP
(VOIP) packets. Other standard or proprietary protocols
can similarly be used.
[0072] In the example of FIG. 2B, the serial bus com-
munication loop 222 includes multiple loop segments
222A-222F. The first module slot 221A is communica-
tively coupled with the second module slot 221B using
the first loop segment 222A, the second module slot 221B
is communicatively coupled with the third module slot
221C using the second loop segment 222B, and so on.
The sixth module slot 221F is communicatively coupled
with the first module slot 221A using the sixth loop seg-
ment 222F to complete the serial bus communication
loop 222. Any one or more of the loop segments 222A-
222F can include multiple parallel channels to commu-
nicatively couple the adjacent module slots. Each of the
segments can include the same number of parallel chan-
nels. For example, each of the multiple module slots
221A-221F can include a PCIe slot, and the serial bus
communication loop 222 can include at least 8 pairs of
parallel data communication channels that include elec-
trical or optical pathways for exchanging information
around the loop.
[0073] In an example, the serial bus communication
loop 222 includes multiple parallel channel or signal
paths, and each segment can include channel or signal
paths that are substantially similar in terms of width,
length, or some other characteristic that can influence
signal transmission capacity or quality. By providing sub-
stantially similar paths, signal timing skew can be re-
duced or substantially eliminated. In an example, the se-
rial bus communication loop 222 is configured to carry
only one differential signal in each direction within each
path in the loop. In an example, an external or common
clock is not used with the first backplane device 201, and
instead clock information can be embedded with the se-
rial signals that are transmitted using the serial bus com-
munication loop 222. In some examples, signals on dif-
ferent channels or paths in the loop can have different
clock rates, such as according to the various hardware
modules coupled to the first backplane device 201.
[0074] Each of the multiple channels in the serial bus
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communication loop 222 can operate in a multiple-gigabit
range. For example, the serial bus communication loop
222 can operate at 3, 6, or 12 gigabits per second. Speed
limits can be determined at least in part by a physical
capacity of the channels comprising the serial bus com-
munication loop 222, or by the processing or clock
speeds on-board one or more hardware modules in a
given system. In an example that includes a video system
backplane device having a serial bus communication
loop with 8 parallel channels, each channel can operate
at about 6 Gbps, and the total bandwidth of the backplane
device can be about 48 Gbps. Using the SDI 10 bit 4:2:2
format, the video system backplane device can thus be
used to process eighteen concurrent 1080p60 signals or
four 4K, or Ultra High Definition, signals. Using the 8 bit
4:2:0 format, the video system backplane device can be
used to process thirty-one concurrent 1080p60 signals
or seven 4K signals.
[0075] In an example, a hardware module coupled to
a module slot completes an electrical or optical circuit
through a given module slot to provide a portion of the
serial bus communication loop 222. When a module slot
is unoccupied by a hardware module, such as by a data
processing or data storage hardware module, the serial
bus communication loop 222 can bypass the unoccupied
slot to maintain communication among hardware mod-
ules coupled to the first backplane device 201. For ex-
ample, if the fourth module slot 221D is unoccupied, then
the third loop segment 222C can be coupled to the fourth
loop segment 222D to maintain signal communication
between the third module slot 221C and the fifth module
slot 221E. In this example, the unoccupied fourth module
slot 221D can be jumpered using a hardware jumper,
such as can be inserted in or about the fourth module
slot 221A.
[0076] In another example, a bypass switch, such as
can be integrated with the first backplane device 201,
can be used to provide the communication path about
the unoccupied fourth module slot 221D. One or more
sensors (e.g., mechanical, electrical, optical, etc.) can be
used to determine whether a module slot is occupied or
unoccupied. When a particular module slot is determined
to be unoccupied, the bypass switch can be activated
and the module slot can be electrically and/or optically
bypassed. In an example, a multiple-channel, high-
speed differential switch can be used. In an example, a
switching device can include other features, such as
failover support or re-timing for bus signals coupled by
the switch.
[0077] FIG. 2C illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of the first backplane device 201 popu-
lated with multiple different hardware modules 241A-
241F. Any suitable hardware module can be coupled with
any available one of the multiple module slots 221A-
221F. Thus, the example of FIG. 2C illustrates only one
configuration among many possible configurations. In an
example, hardware modules for use with the first back-
plane device 201 can be hot-swappable, that is, they can

be connected to or removed from the first backplane de-
vice 201 at any time, even when the first backplane de-
vice 201 is powered-up.
[0078] In the example of FIG. 2C, first, second, and
third HDMI input modules 241A, 241B, and 241C, are
respectively coupled to the first, second, and third module
slots 221A, 221B, and 221C. A central processing unit
module 241D is coupled to the fourth module slot 221D.
First and second HDMI output modules 241E and 241F
are respectively coupled to the fifth and sixth module slots
221E and 221F. Each of the HDMI input modules can
include 4 discrete HDMI inputs, and each of the HDMI
output modules can include 4 discrete HDMI outputs. In
this example, the first backplane device 201 is configured
to receive up to 12 HDMI signals using the first, second,
and third HDMI input modules 241A-241C, and to provide
up to 8 HDMI signals using the first and second HDMI
output modules 241E and 241F.
[0079] In an example, the configuration illustrated in
FIG. 2C can be used to provide video signal information
for display using a video wall. For example, the display
wall can include 8 discrete display units, and each of the
8 display units can receive video signal information from
a respective one of the HDMI outputs from the first and
second HDMI output modules 241E and 241F.
[0080] In the example of FIG. 2C, the central process-
ing unit module 241D includes a processor circuit that
processes signal information, such as video signal infor-
mation, for the system of modules included in at least the
first backplane device 201. The central processing unit
module 241D can process video information for each of
the first, second, and third HDMI input modules 241A-
241C, and for each of the first and second HDMI output
modules 241E and 241F. Video signal information re-
ceived using any one of the first, second, and third HDMI
input modules 241A-241C can be processed using the
central processing unit module 241D, and processed vid-
eo signal information can be provided (e.g., to a display)
using any one or more of the first and second HDMI output
modules 241E and 241F.
[0081] In an example, the processor circuit included in
the central processing unit module 241D includes a mi-
cro-processor assembly or controller unit, such as includ-
ing one or more interface connections (e.g., USB, Eth-
ernet, etc.) for receiving or providing information to an-
other device. The processor circuit on-board the central
processing unit module 241D optionally includes an ARM
processor or similar device, a video processing unit, a
graphics processing unit, or a general purpose processor
circuit. The processor circuit can be configured to proc-
ess audio, video, or other data. In an example, only a
single central processing unit module is used with one
or more backplane devices. Control data for the one or
more backplane devices can be exchanged using a serial
bus communication loop, and the bus can include a port
for coupling with the central processing unit module. In
an example, a central processing unit module can receive
data or a command from an external device (e.g., a PC
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or other controller). In response, the module can issue a
command via the serial bus communication loop to com-
municate the received data or command to an appropri-
ate one of multiple available hardware modules that are
communicatively coupled with the bus.
[0082] In an example that includes a video control sys-
tem, the central processing unit module can receive a
command to update a brightness characteristic for a por-
tion of a video display. The command can be communi-
cated via a serial bus communication loop to a video driv-
er circuit on-board a hardware module, and the video
driver circuit can implement the brightness update. In this
manner, video processing (or one or more other func-
tions) can be performed by a specified hardware module
in response to a command, such as rather than relying
on the processor on the central processing unit module
to perform the video processing for the system.
[0083] In an example, the central processing unit mod-
ule 241D can be configured to process signal information
that is received from, or that is provided to, a backplane
device other than the first backplane device 201, such
as further described below at FIG. 4.
[0084] FIG. 3 illustrates generally an example of a
hardware module 300. The hardware module 300 can
be coupled with a backplane device, such as the first
backplane device 201 of FIGS. 2A-2C, using a connector
301. The connector 301 can be configured to mate with
a corresponding connector on the first backplane device
201. In an example, the connector 301 is a PCIe connec-
tor, and the first backplane device 201 includes a PCIe
receptacle, such as configured to use 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16,
or 32 lanes for data communication. The hardware mod-
ule 300 can optionally include one or more circuits for
processing or storing signal information.
[0085] The hardware module 300 is configured as an
audio, video, and/or data (AVD) processing module, and
it includes a processor circuit 310, multiple HDMI inter-
face circuits 320, and multiple memory circuits 330. The
processor circuit 310 can include a software module
(e.g., code embodied (1) on a non-transitory machine-
readable medium or (2) in a transmission signal) or a
hardware-implemented module. A hardware-implement-
ed module can include a tangible unit capable of per-
forming various programmable operations. In some ex-
amples, one or more computer systems (e.g., including
a standalone, target or server computer system) or one
or more processor circuits may be configured by software
(e.g., an application or application portion) as a hard-
ware-implemented module that operates to perform op-
erations as described herein. In some examples, the
hardware-implemented module can be implemented me-
chanically or electronically. For example, the hardware-
implemented module can include dedicated circuitry or
logic that is permanently configured, for example, as a
special-purpose processor circuit, such as a field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) or an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), to perform specified operations.
The hardware-implemented module can include pro-

grammable logic or circuitry (e.g., as encompassed with-
in a general-purpose processor or other programmable
processor) that can be temporarily configured by soft-
ware to perform certain operations. The decision to im-
plement a hardware-implemented module mechanically,
in dedicated and permanently configured circuitry, or in
temporarily configured circuitry (e.g., configured by soft-
ware) may be driven by cost and time considerations.
[0086] In an example, the hardware module 300 cor-
responds to the first HDMI input module 241A in the ex-
ample of FIG. 2C. The processor circuit 310 can be con-
figured to receive audio and/or video information from
one or more of the HDMI interface circuits 320. Option-
ally, the processor circuit 310 can process the received
audio and/or video information, and then store the proc-
essed information in one or more of the memory circuits
330. Optionally, the processor circuit 310 can direct proc-
essed information to a serial bus communication loop
(e.g., the serial bus communication loop 222 of FIGS.
2A-2C) via the connector 301, such as for transmitting
the processed audio and/or video information to another
hardware module or other device.
[0087] In an example, a hardware module for use with
the first backplane device 201 includes only a memory
circuit and is configured for use only as a signal storage
or signal delay device. In an example, a hardware module
for use with the first backplane device 201 includes a
wireless transceiver circuit. When the hardware module
is coupled to a backplane device, information received
from the backplane device can be processed and broad-
cast by the hardware module with the wireless transceiv-
er circuit. In an example, information can be received
wirelessly using the wireless transceiver circuit and then
processed using a hardware module that is communica-
tively coupled to the transceiver circuit, such as by way
of one or more backplane devices.
[0088] In an example, a hardware module for use with
the first backplane device 201 includes a central process-
ing unit module, such as the central processing unit mod-
ule 241D in the example of FIG. 2C. A central processing
unit module includes a processor circuit for processing
audio, video, or other data or signal information. In an
example, each backplane device in a system of back-
plane devices includes at least one central processing
unit module. In an example, only one central processing
unit module is included in a system that includes multiple
backplane devices. That is, for systems that include mul-
tiple backplanes, such as can be daisy-chained together,
a single module having a central processing unit can be
used to process signal information for use with any mod-
ule in the system. In an example, a central processing
unit module can process audio, video, data, or other in-
formation that is received using an input module in a first
backplane device, and the central processing unit mod-
ule can then direct the processed audio, video, data, or
other information to an output module in the same or
different first backplane device.
[0089] In an example, each hardware module that is
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coupled with a backplane device can receive, or have
access to, any information exchanged using a serial bus
communication loop of the backplane device. In an ex-
ample, multiple hardware modules can be used to dis-
tribute signal processing tasks among multiple modules.
For example, a first hardware module can include an in-
put, a second hardware module can include an audio,
video, or data signal processing circuit, and a third hard-
ware module can include an output. In an example, any
hardware module can include an output for providing in-
formation from or about one or more of the channels of
the serial bus communication loop. The provided infor-
mation can be used for live monitoring, such as for status
information or signal content. In an example, a module
can include input and output ports, such as for use with
VOIP systems.
[0090] In an example, a hardware module for use with
the first backplane device 201 includes a link module, or
extender. The link module is configured to communica-
tively couple, or daisy-chain, multiple backplane devices.
For example, the first backplane device 201 can include
a first link module, such as coupled to the first module
slot 221 A. A second backplane device can include a
second link module. The first and second link modules
can be communicatively coupled to exchange data or
other information, such as using an electrical, optical, or
wireless transmission line.
[0091] FIG. 4 illustrates generally an example of a sys-
tem 400 that includes multiple backplane devices cou-
pled using link modules. The system 400 includes a first
backplane device 401, a second backplane device 402,
and a third backplane device 403. Each of the first, sec-
ond, and third backplane devices 401, 402, and 403, in-
clude respective groups of module slots, and in the ex-
ample of FIG. 4, each of the module slots is occupied by
a hardware module. The module slots are not labeled in
the example of FIG. 4, however, the hardware modules
are labeled.
[0092] In the example of FIG. 4, the first backplane
device 401 is coupled with first, second, and third HDMI
input modules 441A, 441B, and 441C, a central process-
ing unit module 441D, a first HDMI output module 441E,
and a first link module 441F. The second backplane de-
vice 402 is coupled with fourth and fifth HDMI input mod-
ules 442B and 442C, second and third HDMI output mod-
ules 441D and 441E, and second and third link modules
442A and 442F. The third backplane device 403 is cou-
pled with sixth and seventh HDMI input modules 443B
and 443C, fourth, fifth, and sixth HDMI output modules
443D, 443E, and 443F, and a fourth link module 443A.
[0093] The first backplane device 401 includes a first
serial bus communication loop 422A, the second back-
plane device 402 includes a second serial bus commu-
nication loop 422B, and the third backplane device 403
includes a third serial bus communication loop 422C. In
an example, each of the first, second, and third serial bus
communication loops 422A, 422B, and 422C, are inde-
pendent communication loops that share or exchange

information only within their respective backplane devic-
es. In an example, information can be exchanged be-
tween the first, second, and third backplane devices 401,
402, and 403, using the first, second, third, and fourth
link modules 441F, 442A, 442F, and 443A.
[0094] In an example, a system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop includes all of the hardware modules in
the system 400. That is, the system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop can extend, in turn, from the first HDMI
input module 441 A, to the second HDMI input module
441B, to the third HDMI input module 441C, to the central
processing unit module 441D, to the first HDMI output
module 441E, to the first link module 441F, to the second
link module 442A, to the fourth HDMI input module 442B,
to the fifth HDMI input module 442C, to the second HDMI
output module 442D, to the third HDMI output module
442E, to the third link module 442F, to the fourth link
module 443A, to the sixth HDMI input module 443B, to
the seventh HDMI input module 443C, to the fourth HDMI
output module 443D, to the fifth HDMI output module
443E, to the sixth HDMI output module 443F, to the fourth
link module 443A, to the third link module 442F, to the
second link module 442A, to the first link module 441F,
and then the system-wide serial bus communication loop
can return to the first HDMI input module 441A. Multicast
information addressed to two or more of the hardware
modules can be sent over the system-wide serial bus
communication loop. For example, system-level bright-
ness or contrast command information can be sent to all
of the HDMI output modules in the system using the sys-
tem-wide serial bus communication loop.
[0095] In an example, a link module can be substan-
tially passive and can be configured to provide a com-
munication link between adjacent backplane devices. In
such examples, the link module can be an extension of
the serial bus. A link module can optionally be used to
screen any information that need not be transmitted to a
downstream backplane device or hardware module,
such as to conserve bandwidth or processing capacity
for downstream modules along a system-wide serial bus
communication loop.
[0096] In an example, a link module can include a proc-
essor circuit. The processor circuit can optionally be used
to analyze one or more attributes of data transmitted by
a serial bus communication loop. The processor circuit
can be configured to determine what, if any, information
to exchange with another backplane device. In this man-
ner, a link module can be used to reduce a data load
burden on one or more serial bus communication loops
in a system.
[0097] In an example that includes using a link module
with a processor circuit, the first link module 441F can
receive a data signal using the first HDMI input module
441A. The data signal can include address or destination
information that indicates that the data signal’s payload
is for use by the sixth HDMI output module 443F. The
data signal can travel the first serial bus communication
loop 422A until it reaches the first link module 441F. At
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the first link module 441F, the data signal is exchanged
with the second link module 442A in the second back-
plane device 402.
[0098] The second link module 442A can send the data
signal along the second serial bus communication loop
422B to the third link module 442F, and the third link
module 442F can send the data signal along to the des-
tination, the sixth HDMI output module 443F, via the
fourth link module 443A. Alternatively, the second serial
bus communication loop 422B can be bypassed. In an
example, a processor circuit in the second link module
442A can analyze and recognize the address information
in the data signal and, instead of sending the data signal
along the second serial bus communication loop 422B,
the second link module 442A can forward the data signal
to the third link module 442F for subsequent transmission
to the third backplane device 403, thereby bypassing the
second serial bus communication loop 422B.
[0099] In an example, a dedicated communication path
can extend between the second and third link modules
442A and 442F in the second backplane device 402. In
an example, the segment of the second serial bus com-
munication loop 422B extending between the second and
third link modules 442A and 442F can be a bidirectional
bus segment, and the second link module 442A can use
the bidirectional bus segment to transmit the data signal.
At the third link module 442F, the data signal can be
transmitted to the fourth link module 443A. The data sig-
nal can then be routed to the sixth HDMI output module
443F by way of the third serial bus communication loop
422C, or by way of the segment of the third serial bus
communication loop 422C extending between the fourth
link module 443A and the sixth HDMI output module
443F.
[0100] In an example, a link module in a system, such
as the system 400, can be coupled to a remote system
for further processing, storing, or retrieving information
from the serial bus. In the example of FIG. 4, at least one
of the link modules can be configured to use a multiple
channel, 50 Gbps communication line to reach a distant,
remote system, such as via a fibre optic transmission
line. The remote system can include a processor circuit
that can, for example, insert or remove an audio, video,
or data signal from the serial bus of the system.
[0101] The backplane devices discussed herein gen-
erally include a serial bus communication loop that in-
cludes multiple parallel communication paths extending
about the loop. If one of the multiple parallel communi-
cation paths fails, then the audio, video, and/or data in-
formation associated with that communication path can
be compromised or unusable. One or more hardware
modules can optionally be configured to sense a failure,
or line fault, and perform some mitigating action. In an
example, a mitigating action includes generating and pro-
viding a notification to a user. In an example, a mitigating
action includes dropping the failed communication path
from use and re-routing signals along other paths. Be-
cause the serial bus communication loop extends gen-

erally among each of the module slots in a given system,
a first data packet that would normally be routed along
the faulty path can be re-routed along an available path
that is being used for a second data packet. The first and
second data packets can be multiplexed to share the
available path, such as at the expense of the bandwidth
of the available path, and a total system failure can be
avoided.
[0102] FIG. 5 illustrates generally an example that in-
cludes channel staggering across multiple hardware
modules that are optionally coupled to a common back-
plane device. The example of FIG. 5 includes first, sec-
ond, and third hardware modules 541A, 541B, and 541C,
and each of the hardware modules is configured to inter-
face with a backplane slot that provides access to 8
RX/TX channels. In an example, channel staggering,
such as according to FIG. 5, can minimize a need for a
processor circuit on-board any given hardware module
to receive or process all 8 of the RX/TX channels asso-
ciated with the backplane device. For example, a proc-
essor circuit on-board a particular hardware module can
"listen" to, and process information received from, only
a particular one of the available 8 channels, rather than
monitoring or processing all 8 channels simultaneously.
[0103] In the example of FIG. 5, each of the first, sec-
ond, and third hardware modules 541A, 541B, and 541C,
include substantially similar architecture. Each of the
modules 541A, 541B, and 541C, includes a processor
circuit or CPU that is configured to process only informa-
tion on a bus position corresponding to channel 1. The
other seven channels, 2-8, can optionally be pass-
through channels. Referring to the example of FIG. 5,
input channel 8 can be routed (using channel staggering
in the backplane device or in the first hardware module
541A) to a bus position corresponding to channel 1. Input
channels 1-7 can effectively bypass the first hardware
module 541A, such as using a bypass mechanism on-
board the first hardware module 541A or using a jumper
or switch on-board the backplane device to which the
first hardware module 541A is coupled. The second and
third hardware modules 541B and 541C can similarly in-
clude respective CPUs and pass-through architecture.
In the example of FIG. 5, only information received at
input channels 6-8 are processed using the first, second,
and third hardware modules 541A, 541B, and 541C, and
then provided at output channels 6-8. Information re-
ceived at input channels 1-5, if any, is substantially un-
changed at output channels 1-5.
[0104] Using channel staggering, multiple input mod-
ules, such as having relatively few RX/TX channels, can
be used on an 8 channel backplane, and the load from
the multiple input modules can be "balanced" across all
8 available channels. In an example, output modules
generally can be configured to use all available RX/TX
channels in order to retrieve all available data from the
backplane’s serial bus communication loop. In an exam-
ple, a staggering offset, or number of channels by which
a given channel is offset, can be dynamically adjusted,
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such as automatically, such as depending on a number
of hardware modules used with a particular backplane
device. In an example, staggered signal routing can be
hardwired in a backplane’s architecture, or staggered sig-
nal routing can be performed on-board one or more hard-
ware modules coupled to the backplane. In an example,
channel staggering can be implemented or adjusted in
response to a channel fault that is detected, such as au-
tomatically, by a backplane device or by a hardware mod-
ule coupled to the backplane device.
[0105] In an example, a multiviewer input (rather than
output) hardware module can be configured to receive
multiple video signals, cascade or overlay the multiple
received video signals, and provide an ultra-high resolu-
tion output (e.g., 8K or 7680x4320) using multiple differ-
ent output hardware modules. That is, a multi-panel can-
vas can be provided.
[0106] In an example, multiple multiviewer input hard-
ware modules can be used. A first multiviewer input hard-
ware module (first MV module) can generate an initial,
or blank, 8K signal and insert its own first windows with
a depth value. A second multiviewer input hardware mod-
ule (second MV module) can receive the output from the
first MV module and insert second windows, such as
when a depth value of the second windows indicates the
second windows are in front of one or more of the first
windows. In this manner, the second MV module can
place one or more windows onto the 8K canvas estab-
lished by the first MV module. The full, or flat, 8K signal
can proceed along a serial bus communication loop, as
described generally herein. Any output modules for use
with the 8K canvas can retrieve or use a corresponding
portion of the 8K signal. In an example, a final output
resolution can be warped and corrected pixel information
can be received from the output module’s memory using
a display engine.
[0107] FIG. 6 illustrates generally an example 600 that
includes using an output hardware module, such as for
use with an 8K canvas, to provide a data request for a
portion of an 8K canvas. The request can circulate via a
serial bus communication loop 622, such as to one or
more input hardware modules. The one or more input
hardware modules can receive input signals from one or
more sources 610 and then generate a depth value for
each pixel according to information in the request. In re-
sponse, information from an input hardware module cor-
responding to the request can be returned to the output
hardware module that initiated the request, such as using
a different portion of the serial bus communication loop
622, and the information can be provided a display device
using one or more outputs 620. In this example, only
portions of the 8K canvas that get displayed are proc-
essed, and there may be no need to circulate the full 8K
canvas about the serial bus communication loop 622. In
this example, a maximum resolution of the system may
not be limited by the canvas resolution. Further in this
example, warping can be accomplished with the request
because the output hardware module can be configured

to automatically convert output X-Y coordinate informa-
tion to warped, or canvassed, X-Y coordinates.
[0108] FIG. 7 illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of a backplane system 700 populated
with multiple different groups or banks 701-705 of hard-
ware modules. In the example of FIG. 7, each of four of
the banks (banks 701, 703, 704, and 705) includes an
HDMI input module and three HDMI output modules. An-
other of the banks (e.g., a second bank 702) includes
one HDMI input module, two HDMI output modules, and
a central processing unit module. As in the example of
FIG. 2C, the example of FIG. 7 illustrates only one con-
figuration among many possible configurations. In other
examples, HDMI input and output modules are not used,
and dedicated audio processing or audio input and output
modules are used. In other examples, HDMI and dedi-
cated audio processing modules are used together. In
an example, the configuration illustrated in FIG. 7 can be
used to provide video signal information for display using
a video wall. In the example of FIG. 7, the central process-
ing unit module in the second bank 702 is configured to
process any or all of the signal information in the system
700.
[0109] The system 700 includes a serial bus commu-
nication loop 722. The serial bus communication loop
722 includes multiple parallel communication channels,
or lanes, that extend in a loop among the multiple banks
701-705 and the respective hardware modules within
each of the multiple banks 701-705. As similarly de-
scribed above in the example of FIG. 2B, the serial bus
communication loop 722 is configured to carry pack-
etized data from one hardware module to another in the
system 700.
[0110] The serial bus communication loop 722 electri-
cally or optically couples each of the hardware modules
in the multiple banks 701-705. The serial bus communi-
cation loop 722 includes multiple loop segments 722A-
722U. The example of FIG. 7 illustrates generally one
example of arranging the multiple loop segments 722A-
722U such that each of the hardware modules in the sys-
tem 700 are communicatively coupled by the loop. Other
arrangements can be used as well. The serial bus com-
munication loop 722 can include multiple parallel channel
or signal paths, and each segment can include channel
or signal paths that are substantially similar in terms of
physical characteristics such as width, length, or mate-
rial. In an example, each of the multiple channels in the
serial bus communication loop 722 operates in the mul-
tiple-gigabit range.
[0111] FIG. 8 illustrates generally a schematic view
800 of first, second, and third backplane systems 801,
802, and 803, that can be communicatively coupled. In
FIG. 8, each one of the first, second, and third backplane
systems 801, 802, and 803, includes a respective serial
bus communication loop 822A, 822B, and 822C. Each
of the serial bus communication loops 822A, 822B, and
822C, can extend to each hardware module or module
slot in its corresponding backplane system.
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[0112] In an example, the serial bus communication
loops 822A, 822B, and 822C are arranged within each
of the first, second, and third backplane systems 801,
802, and 803, similarly to the arrangement of the serial
bus communication loop 722 in the example of FIG. 7.
In FIG. 8, the first and third backplane systems 801 and
803 include first and fourth link modules 842A and 842D,
respectively, and the second backplane system 802 in-
cludes second and third link modules 842B and 842C.
The link modules are provided to communicatively couple
the serial bus communication loops 822A, 822B, and
822C.
[0113] In an example, a system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop includes all of the hardware modules in
the system that includes the first, second, and third back-
plane systems 801, 802, and 803. The link modules
842A-842D can be substantially passive and can be con-
figured to provide a communication link between adja-
cent backplane systems. In such examples, the link mod-
ules can be an extension of the serial bus. In an example,
one or more of the link modules 842A-842D includes a
processor circuit. The link module processor circuit can
be configured to analyze one or more attributes in data
transmitted using the serial bus communication loops
822A-822C. The link module processor circuit can be
configured to determine what, if any, information to ex-
change with another backplane system. In this manner,
a link module can be used to reduce a data load burden
on one or more of the serial bus communication loops in
the example of FIG. 8.
[0114] FIG. 9 illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of a backplane device 901 that is config-
ured to use a bidirectional serial bus communication loop,
including at least a first loop 922A and a second loop
922B. The communication loops 922A and 922B can be
configured or used to exchange or transmit information
in different directions, as further described below. The
example of FIG. 9 further includes a power and fan control
unit 911, such as can be used to provide power and/or
cooling to any one or more hardware modules that may
be coupled to respective ones of multiple module slots
921A-921F in the backplane device 901. The multiple
module slots 921A-921F can be similarly configured as
described above for the module slots 221A-221F in the
examples of FIGS. 2A-2C. As in 221A-221F, the multiple
module slots 921A-921F are represented by respective
receive/transmit (RX/TX) blocks that indicate that the
slots can be configured for receiving and/or transmitting
information.
[0115] The first loop 922A includes one or more com-
munication channels, or lanes, that extend in a loop in a
first direction (as illustrated, clockwise) among the mul-
tiple module slots 921A-921F. As shown, the first loop
922A extends from 921A to 921B, then to 921C, then to
921D, then to 921E, then to 921F, and then returns to
921A to complete the loop. The second loop 922B in-
cludes one or more communication channels, or lanes,
that extend in a loop in a different second direction (as

illustrated, counter-clockwise) among the multiple mod-
ule slots 921A-921F. As shown, the second loop 922B
extends from 921A to 921F, then to 921E, then to 921D,
then to 921C, then to 921B, and then returns to 921A.
[0116] Each of the first and second loops 922A and
922B includes multiple parallel data communication
channels, and each channel provides a serial communi-
cation path in the loop among the multiple module slots
921A-921F. In the example of FIG. 9, the first loop 922A
includes four parallel communication channels 931-934,
such as can be provided using multiple parallel electrical
or optical busses. The second loop 922B includes four
parallel communication channels 935-938, such as can
be provided using multiple parallel electrical or optical
busses. Although the first and second loops 922A and
922B in FIG. 9 are illustrated as having the same number
of channels, different numbers of channels can be used
in the respective loops. In some examples, the number
of channels configured for communication in a first direc-
tion can depend at least in part on a type of module that
is used with one or more of the module slots in the back-
plane device. In another example, one or more of the
channels can transmit information using a multiplexing
scheme. As similarly described above in the example of
the serial bus communication loop 222, the first and sec-
ond loops 922A and 922B can each be configured to
carry packetized data from one module slot to another.
[0117] Each of the multiple channels in the first and
second loops 922A and 922B can operate in a multiple-
gigabit range. In some examples, the different loops, or
different channels within the loops, can operate at differ-
ent speeds, such as at 3, 6, or 12 gigabits per second.
Speed limits can be determined at least in part by a phys-
ical capacity of the channels comprising the loops, or by
the processing or clock speeds on-board one or more
hardware modules in a given system. In an example that
includes a video system backplane device having the
first and second loops 922A and 922B with 4 parallel
channels each, each channel can operate at about 6 Gb-
ps, and the total bandwidth of the backplane device can
be about 48 Gbps.
[0118] As similarly described above in the examples
of FIGS. 2A-2C, a hardware module coupled to a module
slot completes an electrical or optical circuit through a
given module slot to provide a portion of the first or second
loops 922A or 922B. When a module slot is unoccupied
by a hardware module, such as by a data processing or
data storage hardware module, the loops can bypass the
unoccupied slot to maintain communication among hard-
ware modules coupled to the backplane device 901. In
another example, a bypass switch, such as can be inte-
grated with the backplane device 901, can be used to
provide the communication path about an unoccupied
module slot.
[0119] In the example of FIG. 9, the bidirectional com-
munication loop that includes the first and second loops
922A and 922B can enable multiple modules to work
together or communicate efficiently, such as without ex-
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changing data using the entire length of the one-way se-
rial bus communication loop 222 depicted in the example
of FIG. 2B. Using the bidirectional communication topol-
ogy in FIG. 9, the backplane device 901 provides efficient
data exchange among a designated group of modules
coupled to the backplane device 901, such as adjacent
modules, but maintains data communication with the rest
of the modules outside of the designated group.
[0120] For example, a local data loop can optionally
be established between the first, second, and third mod-
ule slots 921A, 921B, and 921C. Using the local data
loop, data communication between modules coupled to
these three slots can be expedited. In an example that
includes using the local data loop 921A-921B-921C, data
transmission between the third module slot 921C and the
first module slot 921A can include only a two-segment
data path. Without the bidirectional local data loop, data
transmission between the third module slot 921C and the
first module slot 921A would have to travel over a four-
segment data path via the fourth, fifth, and sixth module
slots 921D, 921E, and 921F. Thus, a physical data path
length, and potential data processing interruptions or de-
lays, between modules can be reduced using a bidirec-
tional, local data communication loop.
[0121] In the example just described, in the event a
fifth module coupled to the fifth module slot 921E wishes
to communicate an instruction to a second module cou-
pled to the second module slot 921B, the instruction can
be passed along the first loop 922A until it reaches the
first module slot 921A. A first module in the first module
slot 921A can optionally serve as a gate to determine
whether the instruction is permitted into the local data
loop that includes the second module slot 921B. In an-
other example, at least a portion of the first or second
loops 922A or 922B can be reserved for serial commu-
nication among all module slots in the system, notwith-
standing any local loops that use another portion of the
first or second loops 922A or 922B.
[0122] In an example that includes a local data loop
established using a backplane device, the modules in
the local data loop can effectively function together as a
unit, or as a system, such using only a first portion (e.g.,
half) of the backplane’s bandwidth. Some modules may
not require or use the same high through-put or clock
speed as another module or group of modules coupled
to the same backplane device, and establishing local da-
ta loops can enable these modules or systems to work
concurrently using the same backplane device. Any data
received at the end module of a local loop can be intel-
ligently identified (e.g., using the end module, or using
some other processor integrated with the backplane de-
vice) and the data can be optionally looped back internally
to the other modules in the local loop, thereby keeping
data confined to the group where the data is to be used
or processed. A second portion of the backplane’s band-
width can optionally be used for continuous communica-
tion among all of the module slots in the backplane de-
vice, such as for CPU communications, for shared inputs

or outputs, or for other information. That is, a first portion
of the backplane’s bandwidth can be devoted to a local
loop, and a second portion of the same backplane’s band-
width can be devoted to maintaining communication
across the backplane. Each of the portions can be inde-
pendent of the next in terms of the bandwidth used. In
an example, two or more local loops can overlap, such
as using a third portion of the backplane’s bandwidth.
[0123] In an example, multiple backplanes can be com-
municatively coupled such as described above in the ex-
amples of FIGS. 4, 7, or 8. In an example that includes
multiple backplanes that are each capable of using a bi-
directional communication loop, the backplanes can be
communicatively coupled such as show in the example
of FIG. 10.
[0124] FIG. 10 illustrates generally an example of a
schematic view of a backplane system 1000 populated
with multiple different groups or banks 1001-1005 of
hardware modules. In the example of FIG. 10, the banks
can include, among other things, HDMI input modules,
HDMI output modules, processing unit modules, or other
modules. The multiple modules in each bank are repre-
sented generally by the numerals 1 through 20 for brevity.
[0125] The system 1000 includes a serial bus commu-
nication loop 1022, such as configured for bidirectional
communication between modules in the system (see,
e.g., FIG. 9). The serial bus communication loop 1022
includes multiple parallel communication channels, or
lanes, that extend in a loop among the multiple banks
1001-1005 and the respective hardware modules within
each of the multiple banks 1001-1005. As similarly de-
scribed above in the example of FIG. 2B, the serial bus
communication loop 1022 is configured to carry pack-
etized data from one hardware module to another in the
system 1000.
[0126] The serial bus communication loop 1022 elec-
trically or optically couples each of the hardware modules
in the multiple banks 1001-1005, and the serial bus com-
munication loop 1022 includes multiple loop segments
1022A-1022U. Any one or more of the loop segments
1022A-1022U can optionally be configured for bidirec-
tional communication, such as can be used to provide a
local data loop among two or more modules. The exam-
ple of FIG. 10 illustrates generally one example of ar-
ranging the multiple loop segments 1022A-1022U such
that each of the hardware modules in the system 1000
is communicatively coupled using the loop. Other ar-
rangements can be used as well. The serial bus commu-
nication loop 1022 can include multiple parallel channel
or signal paths, and each segment can include channel
or signal paths that are substantially similar in terms of
physical characteristics such as width, length, or mate-
rial. In an example, each of the multiple channels in the
serial bus communication loop 1022 operates bidirec-
tionally and in the multiple-gigabit range.
[0127] FIG. 11 illustrates generally a schematic view
1100 of first and second backplane systems 1101 and
1102 that can be communicatively coupled. In FIG. 11,
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each one of the first and second backplane systems 1101
and 1102 includes a respective one of first and second
serial bus communication loops 1122A and 1122B, and
each of the serial bus communication loops can include
one or more portions that are configured for bidirectional
communication. Each of the serial bus communication
loops 1122A and 1122B can extend to each hardware
module or module slot in its corresponding backplane
system.
[0128] In the example of FIG. 11, the first and second
backplane systems 1101 and 1102 include respective
first and second buffer circuits 1111A and 1111B. The
first buffer circuit 1111A communicatively couples first
and second end modules 1121A and 1121U in the system
1101. The second buffer circuit 1111B communicatively
couples each end module in the system 1102. When a
buffer circuit is applied in the manner illustrated in FIG.
11, the staggered or alternating data coupling of multiple
modules, such as shown in the example of FIG. 10, can
optionally be avoided.
[0129] In FIG. 11, the first and second backplane sys-
tems 1101 and 1102 include first and second link mod-
ules 1142A and 1142B, respectively. The link modules
communicatively couple the serial bus communication
loops 1122A and 1122B. The example of FIG. 11 includes
a detail view illustrating how portions of the serial bus
communication loop 1122A, corresponding to the first
backplane system 1101, can exchange information with
the serial bus communication loop 1122B, corresponding
to the second backplane system 1102. For example, in-
formation on the clockwise bus of the first serial bus com-
munication loop 1122A can be transmitted to the clock-
wise bus of the second serial bus communication loop
1122B. When the same or different information returns,
such as using the counter-clockwise bus of the second
serial bus communication loop 1122B, the information
can be transmitted to the counter-clockwise bus of the
first serial bus communication loop 1122A.
[0130] In an example, a system-wide serial bus com-
munication loop includes all of the hardware modules in
the system that includes the first and second backplane
systems 1101 and 1102. The link modules 1142A and
1142B can be substantially passive and can be config-
ured to provide a communication link between adjacent
backplane systems. In such examples, the link modules
can be an extension of the serial bus. In an example, one
or more of the link modules can include a processor cir-
cuit. The link module processor circuit can be configured
to analyze one or more attributes in data transmitted us-
ing the serial bus communication loops 1122A or 1122B.
The link module processor circuit can use a result of the
analysis to determine what, if any, information to ex-
change between the backplane systems. In this manner,
a link module can be used to reduce a local data load
burden on one or more of the serial bus communication
loops in the example of FIG. 11.

Notes

[0131] Method examples described herein can be ma-
chine or computer-implemented at least in part. For ex-
ample, a processor circuit, or some other controller or
processor circuit, can be used to implement at least a
portion of one or more of the methods discussed herein.
Some examples can include a tangible, computer-read-
able medium or machine-readable medium encoded with
instructions that are operable to configure an electronic
device to perform methods as described in the above
examples. An implementation of such methods can in-
clude code, such as microcode, assembly language
code, a higher-level language code, or the like. Such
code can include computer-readable instructions for per-
forming various methods. The code may form portions
of computer program products. Further, in an example,
the code can be tangibly stored on one or more volatile,
non-transitory, or non-volatile tangible computer-reada-
ble media, such as during execution or at other times.
Examples of these tangible computer-readable media
can include, but are not limited to, hard disks, removable
magnetic disks, removable optical disks (e.g., compact
disks and digital video disks), magnetic cassettes, mem-
ory cards or sticks, random access memories (RAMs),
read only memories (ROMs), and the like.
[0132] The above description is intended to be illustra-
tive, and not restrictive. For example, the above-de-
scribed examples (or one or more aspects thereof) may
be used in combination with each other. Other embodi-
ments can be used, such as by one of ordinary skill in
the art upon reviewing the above description. The Ab-
stract is provided to allow the reader to quickly ascertain
the nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with
the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or
limit the scope or meaning of the claims. Also, in the
above Detailed Description, various features may be
grouped together to streamline the disclosure. This
should not be interpreted as intending that an unclaimed
disclosed feature is essential to any claim. Rather, inven-
tive subject matter may lie in less than all features of a
particular disclosed embodiment. Thus, the following
claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed Descrip-
tion as examples or embodiments, with each claim stand-
ing on its own as a separate embodiment, and it is con-
templated that such embodiments can be combined with
each other in various combinations or permutations. The
scope of the invention should be determined with refer-
ence to the appended claims, along with the full scope
of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.

Claims

1. An apparatus comprising:

a first backplane device for exchanging audio
information, video information, and/or data
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among multiple audio, video, and/or data (AVD)
processing or AVD storage hardware modules,
the first backplane device comprising:

a first group of AVD module slots, each of
the module slots configured to receive an
AVD processing or AVD storage hardware
module; and
a first serial bus communication loop to elec-
trically or optically couple each of the AVD
module slots in the first group of module
slots;
wherein the first serial bus communication
loop is maintained even when at least one
of the AVD module slots in the first group is
unoccupied by an AVD processing or AVD
storage hardware module.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein each AVD module
slot of the first group includes multiple parallel pairs
of input/output ports corresponding to different chan-
nels, wherein each of the ports is configured to re-
ceive or transmit audio information, video informa-
tion, and/or data substantially concurrently, and
wherein the first serial bus includes a number of par-
allel data communication paths that corresponds to
a number of the different channels.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein:

a first AVD module slot of the first group includes
output ports corresponding to first and second
channel positions of the first AVD module slot;
and
a second AVD module slot of the first group in-
cludes input ports corresponding to first and sec-
ond channel positions of the second AVD mod-
ule slot; and

wherein the first serial bus communication loop in-
cludes:

a first information communication path that ex-
tends from the first channel position output port
of the first AVD module slot to the second chan-
nel position input port of the second AVD module
slot.

4. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the first serial bus communication loop is main-
tained through a first unoccupied AVD module slot
using one of (1) a jumper inserted in the first unoc-
cupied AVD module slot or (2) a bypass switch that
is integrated with the first backplane device.

5. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, com-
prising:

a second backplane device for exchanging au-
dio information, video information, and/or data
among multiple AVD processing or AVD storage
hardware modules, the second backplane de-
vice comprising a second group of AVD process-
ing or AVD storage module slots; and
a link module that communicatively couples the
first group of AVD module slots of the first back-
plane device and the second group of AVD mod-
ule slots of the second backplane device to pro-
vide a system-wide serial bus communication
loop among all of the module slots in the first
and second groups of AVD module slots.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the second back-
plane device includes a second serial bus commu-
nication loop to electrically or optically couple each
of the module slots in the second group of AVD mod-
ule slots, wherein the second serial bus communi-
cation loop is maintained even when at least one of
the module slots in the second group is unoccupied
by an AVD processing or AVD storage hardware
module.

7. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the link module
further establishes backplane-specific serial bus
communication loops among module slots only in
respective ones of the first and second groups of
AVD module slots, such that the system includes the
first serial bus communication loop for the first back-
plane device, a second serial bus communication
loop for the second backplane device, and the sys-
tem-wide serial bus communication loop for the first
and second backplanes.

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the link module
is configured to exchange, between the first and sec-
ond backplane devices, only information originating
from one of the backplane devices that is addressed
to a location in the other one of the backplane de-
vices.

9. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the first serial bus communication loop is config-
ured to bidirectionally couple and least two of the
AVD module slots in the first group of AVD module
slots.

10. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the first group of AVD module slots includes at
least first, second, and third AVD module slots,
wherein the first and second AVD module slots are
communicatively coupled by a first portion of the first
serial bus communication loop, and wherein the sec-
ond and third AVD module slots are communicatively
coupled by a second portion of the first serial bus
communication loop; and
wherein the first backplane device further comprises
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a data buffer circuit that communicatively couples
the first and third AVD module slots.

11. A modular system comprising:

a first backplane device that includes a first
group of module slots and a first serial bus that
communicatively couples each of the module
slots, wherein each slot of the first group of mod-
ule slots is configured to receive a processor
module or a memory module, and the first serial
bus bypasses any module slot in the first group
of module slots that is unoccupied by a module;
a second backplane device that includes a sec-
ond group of module slots and a second serial
bus that communicatively couples each of the
module slots, wherein each slot of the second
group of module slots is configured to receive a
processor module or a memory module, and the
second serial bus bypasses any module slot in
the second group of module slots that is unoc-
cupied by a module;
a first processor module including at least one
processor circuit, the first processor module
coupled to a slot in one of the first and second
groups of module slots, and the at least one
processor circuit is configured to process a
packetized data signal received from, or for out-
put to, a different processor module or memory
module in either of the first and second groups
of module slots; and
a link that communicatively couples the first and
second groups of module slots to establish a
system-level serial data loop among modules
coupled to any module slot in the system.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the first serial bus
is one of an electrical bus or an optical bus that is
configured to transmit one of an electrical signal or
an optical signal, respectively.

13. The system of claim 11 or 12, comprising a jumper
coupled with a first module slot in the first group of
module slots, wherein the jumper provides a com-
munication path, along a portion of the first serial bus
that includes the first module slot, to bypass the first
module slot.

14. The system of claim 11, 12 or 13 comprising a hard-
ware jumper switch or software-actuated jumper
switch coupled with a first module slot in the first
group of module slots, wherein actuation of the jump-
er switch enables or disables a communication path
along a portion of the first serial bus that includes
the first module slot.

15. The system of claim 11 to 14, wherein the link further
establishes first and second serial data loops among

module slots only in respective ones of the first and
second groups of module slots, such that the system
includes the system-level serial data loop among all
module slots in the system, the first serial data loop
among only the first group of module slots, and the
second serial data loop among only the second
group of module slots.
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